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Realizing that it is his destiny to find the stones and 

return them to Time Master, VIPO sets out on four great

quests in the fantastic Season kingdoms where he must

confront the four Rulers of the Seasons and retrieve the

precious Season stones. 

In between quests, VIPO and his friends are faced with

even more challenges as they build their village and soon

find themselves attacked by strange, toad-like creatures

called The Goggs that dwell on Time Island. The Goggs

are led by Ogg, their diabolical tyrant, who is constantly

scheming to get the magic stones from VIPO and gain

control over all Time Island.

“VIPO: Surviving Time Island” is a light-hearted, fantasy

adventure that celebrates our diversity, while at the same

time promoting what we all have in common. It challen-

ges us to get to know our neighbors, solve our problems,

settle our disputes, and for VIPO, to show leadership

when the moment calls. Through VIPO’s new adventures,

our hero and his companions learn that we are all part of

the same world, and no matter how different we are, we

can find common ground if we cooperate.

After exploring the many wonders of the world, VIPO,

the ever adventurous flying dog, and his best pals Henry

and Betty, return to VIPO Land only to find themselves in

the middle of a birthday surprise party for our hero, 

attended by all the wonderful friends that VIPO made 

during his travels. However, the real surprise comes when

the Time Watch that belongs to Doctor Timmly (the

 ingenious guinea pig ) accidentally malfunctions, sending

everyone at the party back in time to a fantastic unknown

place called Time Island, in a parallel dimension. Not 

knowing how to get back, VIPO must rally his worldly

friends into exploring the wonders of their new Island

home, building their own village and forming their own 

community. To make matters even more challenging,

VIPO soon discovers a hidden cave and meets Time 

Master, a wise being with the power to control time. 

Our heroes learn that they are stranded on Time Island,

the place where all Time begins. Can Time Master help

send VIPO and his friends back home? Once he would

have been able to, but that was before the greedy Rulers

of the Four Seasons stole the magic stones from Time

Master’s Amulet.

Concept
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VIPO, Betty, Dr. Timmly

In his heart, VIPO is an explorer, full of youthful enthusiasm and 

boundless curiosity, with the desire to discover all the wondrous things

in our world. While not naturally courageous, VIPO will stand up to a

bully and speak up to right a wrong. There is an air of innocence about

him as he always sees the good in all creatures, until proven otherwise.

VIPO listens to and adopts the ideas of others and is a team player.

Whether dealing with a conflict among friends or enemies, our long-

eared hero will always employ his fantastic flying skills to save the day. 

Betty is a somewhat vain little

toy cat and VIPO’s best friend.

She is brave beyond her size

and thinks nothing of standing

up to the most ferocious 

adversaries. She can be very funny and endearing when

she gives someone a piece of her mind. Helpful and 

easily outraged by injustice, Betty is always “leaping 

before she looks.” Unfortunately, her knack for standing

up to bullies and facing danger often creates more 

trouble than there was to begin with. 

Dr. Timmly is our absent-minded Albert 

Einstein guinea pig scientist. When he is not

busy inventing self-igniting fireworks, he is

fixing his “time-travel” wrist watch. You

never know if his latest experiment will cure

hiccups or blow a hole all the way to China.

the absent-minded genius guinea pig

the flying dog 

who loves to explore Dr.Timmly

VIPO

Betty
the bold and beautiful toy cat
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Sniffles is Ogg’s 

servant and is 

smaller than the rest

of the Goggs. He is an

outcast because he is

small and has no 

extended senses –

and he also has the 

annoying habit of

being nice! – annoying

to Ogg that is. While the Goggs consider

 Sniffles their little brother, Ogg thinks he’s inferior and resents his good-

natured attitude, so he constantly uses the little Gogg as his personal 

servant, forcing Sniffles to do all his dirty work. It’s a miserable life for

Sniffles, until VIPO rescues the little Gogg and lets him stay in the village.

From then on Sniffles is determined to learn the ways of  civilization and

so Betty becomes his teacher, giving him lessons in proper speech and

table manners – no easy task for a messy-minded Gogg.

Left alone, they would never harm anyone intentionally, but under the

despotic rule of OGG, they are bullied into wreaking havoc on our 

islanders and their village. Ogg is like an evil Step Uncle to the Goggs,

who fear him and do his bidding as best as they can – which more often

than not backfires on Ogg. Once the Gogg leader learns of the power of

the stones, he becomes obsessed with stealing them from VIPO so he can

become “Ruler of all Time Island!”

VIPO’s island adversaries
 are a band of green,

warty, slow-witted, thre
e foot tall toad-like

creatures called GOGGS.
 Curious but not very

bright, their motto is: “e
at, drink and get

muddy. Like scaly, dopey
 versions of the

Seven Dwarfs, the Gogg
s each have a unique

appearance, and unique 
personality traits

that represent one of the
 FIVE SENSES.

Fat Fist has huge hands

and knuckles and and likes

to smash, bash and stomp

on things. Strong and

short-tempered, he solves

problems with his fists,

creating unintended 

disaster in his wake.

Ogg

Spy Eye has telescopic big,

buggy eyes that give him very

keen vision. He is the ‘smartest’

and most observant of the

Goggs and is Ogg’s lookout. 

Hose Nose has a really big nose, giving him an incredible

sense of smell. Like a big, curious dog, he is easily distracted

by the smell of supper or the fragrance of flowers. Sniffing

everything in sight, he can smell an intruder a mile away. 

All Ears has very big, cone-shaped

ears that give him super-sensitive

hearing. Sneaky and gossipy, his

ears are always wagging and he

makes a great spy.

Munch
Mouth

The Goggs

Sniffles

FatFis
t Munch Mouth has a really

big mouth and a super-long

tongue and has an annoying

habit of eating everything

in sight. He would rather

gobble up swamp flowers

than carry out Ogg’s orders.

Hose
Nose

SpyEye

All
Ears
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VIPO’s first great quest takes place

in a world where nature runs wild

and twenty foot tall flowers

come to life, as friend or foe,

under the command of the

Spring Queen. The Spring

Queen, who possesses the Spring

Stone, is in charge of this world 

of “nature gone wild”. She is a

flighty, impulsive, three foot tall

butterfly-being, with elfish 

features, wings and feelers. It is

VIPO’s great challenge to make

her see that she has tampered

with nature’s balance and that 

she should hand over the Spring

Stone for the good of all. 

On VIPO’s 2nd quest, he and

his explorers travel to a great

desert of scorching hot dunes,

blinding sandstorms and

mysterious mirages, created

by the Sun King, a great

Iguana-being who rules this desert world. Possessing the Summer

Stone, the hot-tempered ruler wants to turn the entire island into

a blazing hot desert. It’s up to VIPO to cool his own emotions so

he may retrieve the stone from the greedy Desert King.In a secret cave on the

Island, VIPO meets Time

Master, the wise ruler of

all Time. The old man's

face is reflected in a magical

waterfall, and Time Master

explains to VIPO about the

greedy Season Rulers who 

stole the four season stones

from his magical amulet, leaving 

him weak and putting Time itself in

jeopardy. Time Master's power grows

weaker by the minute, and so he

sends VIPO on four quests to retrieve

the Season Stones from the magical

Season kingdoms, wisely guiding VIPO

before each quest.

On the 3rd quest to the Autumn World, VIPO is challenged by the unrelenting power of the wind unleashed

upon him and his friends by the Autumn Empress, a haughty and resentful owl-creature who lives alone,

hundreds of feet up in her towering treetop palace. Despite the power of the stone, VIPO flies up to meet 

the Empress, cleverly retrieves it -- and teaches her a valuable lesson in the power of friendship.

VIPO and his latest band of adventurers set out on the most dangerous quest of all as

they enter the frozen world of the Ice King, where they meet a blustery, big-tusked 

walrus who is captain of a great Ice-Boat. Promising to help VIPO find the missing Winter

Stone, Captain Walrus sails our heroes across a great lake, only to later reveal he is really

the Ice King and was using VIPO and the amulet to find ‘his’ missing stone. However, in

the end, even this treachery can’t stop our hero from putting the last stone in the amulet.

Autumn

Season Worlds &
Season Rulers

Winter

1110

The worlds that represent the

four seasons are located at the

far off reaches of the island,

very far from the center of 

the island where VIPO’s village

is located. Once VIPO arrives

in a season world, the amulet

glows, having picked up on

the vibrations of the particular

season stone, thus telling

VIPO which way to go to find

it. Locating the stones in these

vast and far off lands without

the amulet’s guidance would

be like finding a needle in a

haystack.

Spring

Summer

Time 
Master
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The Villagers

VIPO’s many i
sland friends 

are as differen
t in

nature and at
titude as they

 are of specie
s

and come fro
m a wide vari

ety of cities

around the w
orld. All have

 to learn to ge
t

along with ea
ch other desp

ite their cultu
ral

differences. T
his is an overa

ll theme for th
e

series – to fin
d the common

 ground amon
g

friends and en
emies alike.

Ziggy

Shakira Nessy VIPO

VIPO and Ziggy Ramses

Yoshi

Yao

King Kongo
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Episode guide

Attack of the Goggs

VIPO recovers the amulet from
Ogg, the evil leader of the Goggs,
creatures of the Island. Ogg plans
a retaliation attack on VIPO's 
village, but VIPO wins by using
the Goggs’ five different super
senses – smell, sight, taste, 
hearing, and strength – against
them!

4 Flower Power 
(Spring Quest Part 1)

On the first day of spring the
magic amulet chooses the animals
to join VIPO on his first quest, to
find the Spring Stone. Can they
outwit the greedy butterfly,
Spring Queen, who, with the
magic of the stone, has created
an exaggerated Spring World to
last all year long?

5 A Butterfly Affair 
(Spring Quest Part 2)

As the quest for the Spring Stone
continues, VIPO meets the Spring
Queen face to face, frees his 
friends from the cocoons in which
they were held prisoners by her,
and finally wins the green stone.
First out of four!

6 The Littlest Gogg

Ogg sends Sniffles, the littlest
Gogg, who doesn't possess any
super sense, to sneak the amulet
from VIPO's village. When he
returns empty handed, Ogg gets
angry and sends him to the
swamp, as punishment. However,
VIPO saves the cute little Gogg,
who soon becomes VIPO's trusted
friend.

7 Monster Mayhem

Some of the villagers are angry
at Nessy for being so big and
clumsy and carelessly destroying
things around her. Nessy leaves
the village only to be captured by
Ogg, who tries to turn her anger
at the villagers to his advantage.
VIPO is there to make sure this
doesn't happen.

8

The Big Switcheroo

When the amulet falls accidently
into the magical Shining Pool in
the center of the jungle, both
VIPO and Ogg jump in to try and
get hold of it. When they come
out, the magic of the pool switches
them so VIPO is trapped in Ogg's
body and Ogg is trapped in 
VIPO's, for a crazy, whacky
Episode, which fortunately ends
in restoring the right order of
things.

9 To Play or not to Play

Although reprimanded by Henry
for their lack of seriousness,
squirrels Jimmy, Jenny and Uncle
Florence use their inventiveness
and theatrical talent to save 
Sniffles from being held captive
by Ogg. Together with VIPO,
they dress up as "the scary Gogg
Ghost" and give Ogg and his lot
a big scare!

10 Mirage 
(Summer Quest Part 1)

The first day of summer takes
VIPO on his second quest, to
retrieve the Summer Stone from
the fierce iguana, Sun King. In
Summer World, VIPO and his
chosen friends need to overcome
magical heat mirages caused by
the King, who is trying to
obstruct them from reaching 
his palace.

11 The Sun King 
(Summer Quest Part 2)

The quest for the Summer
Stone continues as VIPO and
friends arrive at the Sun King's
sand pyramid palace for an 
Indiana Jones style adventure,
at the end of which they 
manage to cool down the hot
fury of the King and retrieve
the red Summer Stone.

12 Betty the Gogg

Betty is sick and is scared she'll
miss the village beauty con-
test. She takes too much of
Sniffles' medicine, a powerful
herb that helps Goggs look
more beautiful – turning her
into a Gogg herself! Can VIPO
and Sniffles turn her back into
her beautiful self before the
moon rises?

13

Once Upon a Time Watch

A storm in Time takes VIPO and
his friends from all around the
world to a mysterious island.
With Dr. Timmly's time watch out
of sync and the Island's strange
creatures on the lookout, will
VIPO ever find a way back home?

1 A Tale of Two Villages 

Congo, the African Gorilla, tries 
to enslave some of VIPO's friends
into building him a shelter from
the Island's unknown beasties,
but VIPO teaches him a lesson in
leadership and teamwork, after
Congo gets trapped between the
ruins of his own collapsed home.

2 A Stone for All Seasons

VIPO meets Time Master, who 
sends him on a quest to recover,
four, magical, colored Season
 Stones from the greedy Season
Rulers who have stolen them.
Only after the stones are returned
to the magic amulet Time will be
restored and VIPO and his friends
will be able to go back home.
But first the amulet needs to be
retrieved too!

3

A Village Divided

While the village's big animals
want to play soccer, Betty is trying
to make the village look more
beautiful. Of course, the soccer
ball flies everywhere and keeps
ruining Betty's plants. Congo the
gorilla has a mean idea: they
should divide the village in two –
one half for the big animals and
the other for the rest. But VIPO
knows: together we stand, 
divided we fall.

19 Song for Sniffles

Sniffles is jealous of the other
villagers, who all have homes and
their own traditions, whereas
Sniffles' only home is the swamp,
and he has no traditions. Sad 
and lonely, Sniffles plays a tune
with his flute, which attracts the 
Goggs to him… Evil Ogg hears 
the tune and thinks he can use it
to make his Goggs follow him in
an attack on the village!

20 Amulet Lost

Dr. Timmly reveals by mistake 
the hiding place of the amulet
and immediately sets out to the
forest, to hide it somewhere else
– but even faster forgets where
THAT is. Vincent van Fox uses his
painting skills to draw a map
from Dr. Timmly's memory – but
unfortunately the map reaches
the wrong hands: Ogg and his
Goggs…

21 Price for Ice

Impatient Dr. Timmly creates
an artificial Winter Stone for
the amulet, thinking it can help
in getting them all home earlier
than expected. But something
goes wrong and the fake stone
freezes some of the villagers
solid! The story takes a turn for
the worse when the fake stone
falls into the possession of
Ogg…

22 Gogg Foot 
(Winter Quest Part 1)

On the first day of winter, VIPO
leaves with his chosen friends for
the Winter World, to retrieve the
Winter Stone. But Congo and
Ogg manage to find a way after
VIPO into the snowy, white,
Winter World. Everybody is
frightened by the legend of
Gogg Foot, the mysterious snow
monster… but does he really
exist?

23

Ice Pirates 
(Winter Quest Part 2)

The winter quest adventure
continues as VIPO and friends
find a beautiful ice ship docked
at an arctic lake. Captain of the
ship, a big walrus, volunteers to
navigate and help them find
the Winter Palace – but what
VIPO and friends don't know is
that he is actually the Winter
King, who has lost the blue
stone and only uses VIPO's 
amulet to guide him to it…

24 An Unwelcome Surprise

After all four stones are returned
to the amulet, VIPO needs to
wait for morning before Time
Master can get them all home.
But during the night Ogg 
cleverly uses Betty's love for gifts
to infiltrate a "Trojan Betty" 
statue into the village and nearly
take all the villagers hostage!

25 In the Nick of Time

Ogg’s plan has failed, and the
time has come to go home. But
the Season Rulers have teamed
up with Ogg to divert the magic
waterfall from which Time 
Master charges his power, take
the amulet, and nearly make the
entire village disappear in Time!
Luckily, all ends well and VIPO
and his friends are sent back
home in a whirling Time Vortex…
Unless something goes wrong…

26

Kung Fur

Yao, the Golden Tamarin Monkey,
is impatient to become a Kung Fu
Master. Ignoring panda Jing, his
master, who tries to explain he
should take baby steps before
walking, Yao drags a few of the
village animals with him and gets
in trouble with Ogg and the
Goggs. Luckily, Jing and VIPO
save everyone just in time.

14 Goggy See, Goggy Do

Don Leone the pigeon, and 
leader of the bird patrol, is sure
the Goggs are planning an 
invasion, when they are just 
playing dodge ball not far from
the village. He convinces the 
villagers to retaliate for the so 
called attack, an act which nearly
causes real war to break out!

15 The Great Flood

It is summer and the amulet drops
from its hiding place in the 
withering tree. Yoshi the mouse
finds it, and when he gets 
captured by Ogg, the mean Gogg
leader uses the Spring Stone's
forbidden magic to create rain,
but doesn't know how to stop it:
Consequently the entire village is
flooded with water. But our
mouse, little as he is, and VIPO –
manage to stop it just in time.

16 To Win the Wind 
(Autumn Quest Part 1)

As the first day of autumn arrives,
VIPO leaves for the Autumn
World, only to find a very unhappy
place, ruled by the arrogant,
friendless Owl Autumn Empress,
who fights VIPO and his chosen
friends with all the wind her 
Autumn Stone can summon!

17 The Empress of Autumn
(Autumn Quest Part 2)

The quest continues as VIPO
meets the Empress herself, who
manages to capture VIPO and
doesn't believe his friends will
climb all the way up into her
wind-high treetop lair to save
him. However, Betty, Yoshi, Jimmy
and Jenny, Dr. Timmly, and even
Mombo the mongoose prove her
wrong: they save VIPO, and 
retrieve the Autumn Stone.

18
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VIPO's Village

How do a Russian Tiger, a Greek Hippopotamus, a Scottish

Monster, and a Chinese Panda get along? Well, these animals

and many others from all around the world, need to stick

 together, as our favorite friends from VIPO's adventures in

Season 1, find themselves on Time Island. They need to

 resolve their differences and help each other, under VIPO's

leadership, as they face many challenges, are facing them

until VIPO brings back all four Seasons Stones and takes

them back home! Building the village, finding food - not   

to mention fending off Ogg and his Goggs, who keep trying

to invade the village in order to steal the Magic Amulet!

VIPO's Quests

Time Master sends VIPO on four adventurous quests, to

retrieve the four magic stones from the Season Rulers and

return them to the Magic Amulet. Only this way may 

Time be set straight once again, and Time Master have the

power to send VIPO and his friends back home! 

VIPO needs to face the greedy Spring Queen, the furious

Summer King, the arrogant Empress of Autumn, and the

devious Winter King. These are dangerous quests, and the

Magic Amulet helps VIPO by choosing the most appropriate

friends to join him on his way. Only together will they be

able to defeat the rulers and restore Time's natural flow!

Story Outlines

VIPO's adven
tures on tim

e Island are d
ivided

into two ma
in themes: th

e first is that
 of a

community o
f animals fro

m all around
 the

world, differ
ent in cultur

e and behav
ior, 

learning to l
ive with each

 other and a
ccept

each others 
differences. 

The second i
s that of

VIPO's exciti
ng adventur

es in the my
sterious

Realms of Ti
me - The Fou

r Season Wo
rlds.

Spring

Summer

Winter Autumn
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Created by

Yaakov Chai – Creator
The Chairman / Majority Shareholder of Globe Inter-
national Holding S.A. is the inventor and creative
motor of VIPO, actively involved in all stages of the
brand’s development. He is both the businessman 
and the brains behind the many successes recorded
by the Globe Group until today. 
Born in 1945, Mr. Chai has over 36 years of experience
in various industries and establishments. Prior to 
establishing the Globe Group, Yaakov Chai owned
and operated numerous construction and trading
companies in many parts of the world, including
South America and the United States.

Ido Angel – Director
Born in 1974. Graduate of Cinema Studies and 
lecturer of Narratology over the past seven years.
Angel wrote and directed “VIPO - Adventures of the
Flying Dog” and directed the new season, as well as
writing and directing a short drama for adults called 
DEATH OF CAIN, which portrayed the first Biblical
drama from a Freudian perspective. Angel has 
previously published a children’s book as well as a
number of short stories. This year he published his
first novel.

Michael Maurer – Script Writer
A native of Los Angeles, Michael Maurer has been
writing professionally for 25 years. Specializing in
children’s and family entertainment in both animation
and live-action, he has written scripts, story edited
and developed series for such studios as Disney,
Universal, Warner Brothers, DIC and a dozen other
companies worldwide. Michael is currently developing
an animated feature with a major studio in Canada
and his live-action family film is set for pre-production
in May.

Joie Albrecht – Voice Director and Casting 
Director
Residing in Los Angeles, Ms. Albrecht brings with her
over 25 years of success as an award-winning creative
artist and entertainment leader. President of her own
production corporation since 1986, she has partnered
with such industry legends as TheWalt Disney Com-
pany, Johnny Carson, Ron Howard, ABC, NBC, CBS
and HBO, to name a few. Honored in the prestigious
WHO'S WHO IN ENTERTAINMENT, she is a well known
Director, Writer and Producer with over 65 primetime
network credits. Most of her productions have been
rated in the top 10 of the Nielsen ratings.

Yoni Cohen – CEO of SNOWBALL VFX Animation
Company 
Yoni is Snowball Studio's Head of CG, responsible 
for the company’s technical advancements, pioneering
animation and original products. At age 15 he had 
already developed a unique method of how to 
transform 2D sketches into 3D models which he was
teaching architects. His dream of setting up a 
CG studio was finally fulfilled in 2004 and he has
since forged Snowball's growth from 2 to 60 people. 
Alongside hismanagerial role, he has designed and
implemented a ground-breaking animation pipeline
especially for the VIPO series.

Nir Gedasi – Composer and Sound Supervisor
Composer and sound supervisor for the 1st season of
VIPO. As Vice President of MARSHMALLOW LTD.
Music Company, Nir has overseen some major musical
productions for leading worldwide companies. Nir has
also designed and produced music for several Israeli
solo artists. He teaches Music and Soundtrack 
Production for Cinema, and has a vast record in public
appearances both as a musician and singer.

COMM – Supervision Board
"COMM", in short, is based in 
Munich, Germany and consists of
Cathrin Diez, Svetlana Heneka, 
Tobias Drory and Oliver Alexander
who originate from various 
backgrounds in the media industry.
COMM operates as a supervision
team to monitor all milestones in
the production process. The COMM
members are involved from the
very first creative ideas to the final
product.

Please contact me!

VIPO Land Inc.
www.vipoland.com

Contact person
Oliver Alexander
oalexander@vipoland.de

Tel +49 (0) 89 / 94 38 420 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 89 / 94 38 420 - 29
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